CIRCULAR No.2 / 2017

Vigilance Awareness week was observed from 31st October to 5th November, 2016 on the theme “Public participation in promoting Integrity and eradicating Corruption” to include the values of transparency, equity and fairness in public administration and all the stake holders are encouraged to prevent and combat corruption. In the line of the theme, Central Vigilance Commission had launched the online Integrity pledge for Govt. Organisations/employees and citizens.

CVC has desired that the campaign of encouraging all the stakeholders, employees and citizens at large to take integrity pledge should vigorously continue by all Departments/ Organisations to reach out to greater cross sections of the society in large as only sustained efforts can achieve creation of awareness, instilling ethical values and increasing commitment to anti-corruption efforts.

Therefore, integrity pledge be made part of the standard practice during meetings with stake holders, during training programmes and in seminars/workshops etc. so that those who have not yet taken the pledge may be encouraged and facilitated to take the pledge to support the initiative taken by CVC.

The “integrity pledge” as e-pledge is available online on CVC’s website http://www.cvc.gov.in or can be accessed directly at http://pledge.cvc.nic.in. CVC page is also hyperlinked on FCI webpage http://www.fci.gov.in -> vigilance window. A certificate acknowledging and appreciating the commitment made by the citizen would be made available for downloading and even at the e-mail.

A provision for mass pledge has also been made for the areas lacking web access for which the Standard Operating Procedure (SOP) as envisaged in the CVC’s circular No. 13/10/2016 dated 28.10.2016 is enclosed herewith. The soft copy of the master excel sheet for mass pledge had been forwarded to all the Zones and Regions on 1.11.2016. The same is again attached with the forwarding of this circular on e-mail. The mass pledge may be used to cover the labourers of different categories working at depots/railhead.

This issues with the approval of CVO.

(Pankaj Kumar Ghoudhary)
Dy. General Manager (Vigilance)
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